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With the rising awareness of climate change and the potential for serious effects on the climate
environment, reevaluating building infrastructure flexibility and resiliency has become
paramount to a building’s success. Today’s design and construction professionals can combat
climate change’s current and even future effects by providing higher levels of flexibility and
resiliency in the buildings we build and retro-fit.  Past practices used for decades are certainly
not the best practices of today. Implementation of renewable resources & reductions in carbon
footprint are hot topics, and the choices we make for mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
infrastructure, as well as finishes and structure, play a major role in “future proofing” our
buildings.   

In addition to design, the construction execution and commissioning of new building systems
is also an important part of implementing flexibility and resiliency strategies. As designers and
contractors, we need to understand the trade-off between systems and equipment complexity
and the challenges associated with building and operating these systems within our projects.  

This guide will provide an overview of the latest trends and case studies on recent projects that
include flexibility and resiliency strategies designed to combat the challenging effects of
climate change on our buildings and infrastructure systems. 
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About the Guide
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This guide will discuss: 

Outcome 1

Promote flexibility in the design process
associated with resiliency to combat
climate change. 

Outcome 2

Review the long term cost benefit of
implementing sustainable design by using
new technologies to offset energy usage.

Outcome 3

Review options for implementing simpler
design in order to reduce energy
consumption.

Outcome 4

Review Decarbonization and
electrification strategies. 

Learning Outcomes 

The building sector accounts for approximately 76% of all electricity use and approximately 40% of all
primary energy consumption. Buildings, therefore, represent a significant source of energy use, and
consequently, will require a focused effort to reduce energy demand if climate targets are to be met.
With an average commercial building age of 53 years, retrofitting this old building stock will be a
critical component in reducing building energy use and emissions. Both commercial and residential
building systems have undergone large and increasing changes in code requirements, equipment
options, supply lines, and power sources. As codes, means and methods continue to update at an
increasing rate to accommodate the current climate crisis, designers are left to their better
judgement. Due to this vast amount of flexibility, it is up to designers to decide on the best solutions
for each building’s needs and resources that prioritize a sustainable future. Below are various small
and large options available to begin, continue or create a standard through a collaboration of trades.
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There are multiple different ways in which a building can be retrofitted to increase energy
efficiency. Options can be classified based on cost and complexity. Low cost / complexity
options tend to favor drop-in replacement and limited building wide intervention but have the
drawback of relatively limited savings. Higher cost/complexity options tend towards more
invasive and there exists a threshold where the cost/complexity would favor a new build
instead. This threshold is different for every building and owner and is dependent on the age
and makeup of the existing system. 

Controls are one area where efficiency gains can be had for minimal relative investment. While
systems are designed around a peak “Design Day” load the building will generally spend less
than 1% of the time actually operating at that design point. Control solutions can therefore be
used to reduce energy use during times of off-peak operation (most of the time). Fans and
pumps are the primary benefactor here. Replacing a constant volume pumping system with
variable volume controls can reduce pump energy usage by up to 80% depending on the
control scheme (proportional pressure control is the most efficient). The typical payback on
such an installation ranges from 6 months to two years and can be accomplished as older
equipment wears out. Variable speed operation allows buildings to reduce their energy use as
outside conditions allow. 

In addition to improved controls strategies, modern DDC control systems can also be leveraged
to improve reliability. Manufacturers are now providing Owners with new monitoring and
controls for plumbing and other mechanical systems that can be accessed remotely. This will
provide an Owner with not only a significant operating cost savings but also the ability to
extend the life expectancy of equipment, reducing costs and improving financial flexibility.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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With all the data that can be provided from the intelligent
equipment, an owner can analyze the data to operate the
building in a more cost-effective manner. An example of the
potential savings can be seen in plumbing systems. Water
usage can be tracked through metering systems to
determine if there is a leak in the system. Historical data can
be compared. If a spike in water usage is noticed it may be a
leak that can be tracked. Smart pumps have the ability to
send notifications about required maintenance or repairs via
email or text to maintenance departments to make any
repairs before too much damage is done. 

In addition to controls strategies, new mechanical systems
can be utilized to improve building energy use and save the
owner money. Potential areas of improvement include
reducing domestic hot water energy use by more efficiently
controlling the hot water loop temperature and minimizing
wasted water through more efficient distribution. Heat
pumps are also increasingly being used in both the domestic
water heating and building heating 

Plumbing fixtures often are run for minutes until hot water is
delivered to the outlet. Most codes allow a 100-foot run of
hot water piping prior to needing to add a recirculation
system. This creates an enormous waste of water. A newer
technology to combat this is to provide a 2-way fitting at the
main for each branch line that is extending to fixtures. What
the fitting will do is send water both to the main and the
branch line to allow a continuous flow to both. The fitting on
the main has both a valve going to the fixtures and coming
back allowing a total recirculated system all the way down to
a fixture chase. This will significantly reduce the waste of
water as well as keep the water moving to help reduce the
formation of Legionella.
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In recent years, digital hot water mixing valves have worked their way into mainstream plumbing
design. The benefit of the digital valve as opposed to a standard mixing valve are many. The digital
valve will reduce energy costs through more efficient temperature management. The valve will
allow you to select the water temperature though a LED touchscreen and monitor the hot water
system through the buildings BMS system. This eliminates the need of an aqua stat to control the
recirculation pump, and, in most updated equipment, the mixing valve can be monitored through a
mobile app. The sensors in the mixing valve will allow monitoring of incoming and outgoing
temperatures and pressures which will allow for the building owner to observe any issues in the
system and make corrections quickly to reduce wastes of energy. All the above items will help a
building properly maintain a healthy hot water system.

The use of heat pumps for domestic water heating can provide a significant energy savings to a
residential or commercial building. For the purpose of this discussion, we will discuss residential
buildings. A residential heat pump can be as high as two times more efficient than a standard
electric water heater. The heat pump is pretty much a refrigerator in reverse. Instead of pulling heat
out of the inside of a refrigerator and dissipating it to the space a heat pump pulls warm air from its
surrounding space and uses it to heat the water. Typically, a heat pump will come with an electric
backup for when the water demand cannot be maintained due to a high hot water demand. The
heat pump will cost more than a traditional electric water heater so the additional cost will need to
be weighed against the payback period.

Heat pumps are also increasingly being used within the buildings HVAC system to save energy. The
high coefficient of performance means less energy is needed to provide the same amount of
heating as compared to a traditional boiler plant. This efficiency comes with a higher upfront cost if
retrofitting, and a higher electricity cost, but depending on the alternate fuel source has the
potential to offer significant savings. More on that later.
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Conductive material for wiring (typically copper vs. aluminum)
Conductive material for bussing (panelboards, switchgears, switchboards, etc.) and transformer
windings (copper vs. aluminum)
Temperature rise of transformers (80C, 115C, or 150C) 

When discussing building energy efficiency, one must not forget the importance of the building's
envelope. With the high average age of buildings in this country, taking steps to improve the
envelope by replacing old windows, draft sealing, and adding insulation to walls can be a cost-
effective way to improve efficiency. A better insulated envelope has a secondary effect of reducing
the size of the HVAC equipment needed to heat and cool the space, the savings of which can help
cover the cost of the added insulation. Engaging with an engineer early on in the design process
can help guide the design towards the optimal mix of solutions that will provide the most energy
savings for the least additional cost. 

For owners looking to be on the leading edge of efficiency, additional solutions such as rainwater
harvesting can be employed. Water can be collected from several sources including storm drains or
HVAC condensate. After treatment, the water can be stored in large tanks until it is needed and can
be used in a myriad of ways such as irrigation, HVAC fill, or even toilet flushing to reduce overall
offsite water demand. As weather becomes more extreme, utilizing more locally sourced water can
help ease the strain on municipal water supplies.

Electrical
Energy efficiency design typically focuses on improvements to the mechanical systems, improving
mechanical system controls, energy efficient lighting, and enhanced lighting controls. However, the
electrical distribution equipment and the design of how power is served to equipment is often an
overlooked way to improve the efficiency of energy use. This improvement in the electrical
distribution system can also impact the cooling requirements of the overall building by minimizing
the heat loss from the electrical distribution equipment.

Considerations when selecting the electrical distribution equipment to optimize energy efficiency
should include the following:
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Choosing the conductive material to be aluminum is a typical VE item considered on projects and
because aluminum is less conductive than copper it is often thought that aluminum equipment will
be less efficient, however, this is not the case. The equipment is required to meet the same NEMA
and UL standards so there is not a significant detriment to efficiency. Choosing aluminum for wiring
will cause more of an issue due to voltage drop that will need to be compensated to ensure voltage
drop is being minimized to the recommended 5% (2% for feeders and 3% for branch circuits) in
ASHRAE 90.1. This can lead to significant increases in cable size for long runs of branch circuits and
feeders, which increases the size of the conduits required and should be taken into account when
considering this as a VE item.

Heat is the byproduct of inefficiency in electrical systems, which also leads to the need for additional
cooling triggering more power to be utilized by a building. Keeping this in mind, the more efficient
the transformer, the less heat it dissipates, therefore, transformers with lower temperature rise tend
to be more efficient. The basis for design when selecting the temperature rise of transformers
should start with 115C, which has a good combination of energy efficiency and cost savings.
However, if energy efficiency is the ultimate goal, the 80C transformer should be utilized.
Transformers with 150C temperature rise are very limited in permitting flexibility for future use as
well as giving off more heat to the space in which they are installed.

Unbalanced loads on the phase buses of electrical distribution equipment causes distortion in the
electrical system that leads topower loss, voltage-drop issues, and overheating of induction motors
and transformers. A simple no cost solution is to ensure you are designing the electrical distribution
system to balance the single-phase loads on 3-Phase electrical distribution systems. As a good
engineering practice, the unbalanced load should be designed to not exceed 2%. Design software
such as Revit can assist in ensuring design can be balanced across phases from the panelboard up
to the main switchboard(s) serving an entire building. However, as good as a design tool can be, it
doesn’t always translate well into construction and therefore needs to be coordinated with the
electrical contractor performing the work to align with the expectations of the design.
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RELIABILITY & 
FLEXIBILITY

With the advent of global warming and the anticipation of more frequent and heavier rain falls,
the storm systems in our buildings need to be brought to the forefront in terms of sizing.
Depending on what part of the country you are in, storm systems are either sized by a total
square footage for each drain or a gallon per minute flow rate. Also, depending on what part of
the country you are in, the rain fall rates that calculate these flows vary. Rainfall rates can be as
high as 4.8” per hour in New Orleans, Louisiana to as low as 1” per hour in Spokane,
Washington.

To keep up with anticipated heavier rain falls, the rain fall rates for areas will also need to be
increased to keep up with severe rain. With the difficulty and infrequent code changes it may
be on the Engineer to anticipate future rain falls rates and design storm systems now to meet
the future demand. This could be done in several ways. An anticipated additional rainfall rate
on top of what is currently designed could be added. Where piping is relatively close to up
sizing to the next pipe size, the Engineer could just increase to the next size to be able to pick
up an additional flow rate. These ideas would allow for a building to pay a small increase in
pipe size in a new building and be able to meet new rain fall rates in the future with no
infrastructure changes needed.

Initial capital cost is often a driving factor for design with pressure to "right" size equipment to
minimize that initial construction cost. However, this often minimizes the flexibility of electrical
systems and can limit the ability to adapt to future building needs, such as renovations and
code requirements. It is also more costly and disruptive to building operation to modify
building infrastructure to account for evolving technologies and electrification of systems in
the future.

Energy cost is also a consideration, but in many cases already favors electrification. Electric air
source heat pumps out  all sources of heat except for natural gas and biomass on a cost per
BTU basis. Refer to table below for price breakdown. Practically, this means that owners with
existing No 2. Fuel oil or propane based systems are likely to see immediate cost savings when
converting, while owners currently using natural gas will see a cost increase if additional
measures to improve building energy efficiency are not also taken. 



Heating Cost Comparison Based on Fuel Type

Source Base Cost
Cost per 
MMBtu

Correct cost per
MMBtu 

Electricity
(Resistance)

 
  $0.28/kwh

  

 
  $82.06

  

 
  $82.06

  

Electricity (2.5
COP, or 8.8 HSPF

Heat Pump)

 
  $0.28/kwh

  

 
  $82.06

  

 
  $32.82

  

Fuel Oil (85%
efficient boiler)

 
  $5.71/gal

  

 
  $40.70

  

 
  $47.90

  

Propane (85%
efficient boiler)

 
  $3.70/gal

  

 
  $40.30

  

 
  $47.50

  

Wood Pellets (85%
efficient boiler)

 
  $290/ton

  

 
  $17.56

  

 
  $20.67

  

Nat Gas (85%
efficient)

 
  $1.74/therm

  

 
  $17.40

  

 
  $20.47

  

The northeast is well positioned to take advantage of this as 40% of households and business
heating is still done by fuel oil and propane (How Massachusetts households heat their homes,
2022). While the cost per BTU of energy from electricity is still higher than natural gas, it tends
to be more stable than other fuels (global economic shocks not withstanding) and is predicted
to decrease in cost and volatility as renewables continue their rapid buildout and begin to
decouple electricity prices from the fossil fuel markets. As a result, building owners with
existing natural gas may want to wait for more favorable market conditions to convert. 
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Table 1: Fuel Cost Comparison 
Based on retail price data as of 10/24/2022 provided by  the Commonwealth of Massachusetts



Energy efficient equipment will reduce the electrical demand, however, the desire to reduce
the use of fossil fuel consumption on site through electrification of systems within buildings
increases the overall electrical demand. Many countries including the US have committed to
becoming Net Zero by 2050 and it is estimated that electrical demand will more than double
(Cho, 2022). Because of this there is a need to offset the increased electrical demand from the
site using renewable energies such as solar or wind to reduce utility cost.

Utilizing onsite renewable energy sources as well as taking care in the design to select the
correct equipment and spending time and considering in how equipment is powered will also
help reduce energy demands. This includes balancing the loads and reducing harmonics,
which help lead to a decrease in cooling requirements for areas of the building. Harmonics and
energy inefficiency in a system leads to heat / inefficient use of electricity (Bellao, 2016).

To account for all the new and future technologies as well as allow for expansion of buildings,
spare capacity is always recommended within the electrical system. Although spare capacity is
not code required, it is always prudent to ensure that your system is accounting for it in design.
It is recommended that a minimum of 20-25% spare capacity be provided at all load busses
(panelboards, switchboards, switchgear, etc.). This spare capacity is in addition to the load
calculations outlined in the NEC Article 220 (NFPA 70® , 2021). 

In addition to the capacity, it is also recommended that spare circuit breakers be provided to
install circuit breakers in the future. This minimizes cost in the future to provide new electrical
infrastructure to include the inevitable additional circuit breakers that come at a premium the
more a building has been in service. This concept is usually only considered within the
distribution equipment; however, space should be included to install new distribution
equipment in the future as well including sections for switchboards depending on the
function of the building.
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Wind turbines can generate a lot of power in a more compressed way than PV
solar, however, wind turbines have to be installed with specific weather conditions
to be viable so have a more difficult time with payback. Wind turbines also work
best within coastal or mountain regions that normally have high wind speeds.

Newer wind technologies including horizontal wind turbines have made wind
power more viable to operate with lower wind speeds. These technologies are on
a much smaller scale but can still be used to offset small systems used in buildings.
They will work best paired with battery storage systems.

PV Solar

As identified above, renewable energy on site is a key way in offsetting the
increased electrical demand caused by electrification. Solar has become the most
common and readily available means of producing renewable energy on site.
Typically, the decision comes down to where to include the solar panels whether
they are installed on the roof of the building or somewhere on site such as a
ground mounted array or a canopy system that is installed over a parking lot.

Solar panel efficiencies have steadily increased over the years and are currently 22-
27% for monocrystalline PV solar panels. Coupling with the improvements in
inverter technology solar power has significantly improved since it originally
started to become common. Original installs from 10 to 15 years ago are starting
to be replaced with the new technology even though they haven’t reached end of
life for the PV panels.

Wind

Battery storage

Pairing a renewable energy source with battery storage can be another way to
maximize the energy produced from the PV solar system or wind turbine. An
evaluation of how much power is being generated by the system compared to
how much power your building consumes needs to be assessed to determine if
there is value in adding such because it can be very costly.
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Renewable Energies



Putting it all together
While alone each of the above solutions can provide some flexibility, resiliency, and savings, using a
holistic approach can result in a truly remarkable performance. In Texas, building owners who
generated their renewable electricity on-site could insulate themselves from paying peak wholesale
electricity prices of $9,000/MWh during the 2021 cold snap, an event that caused the near failure of the
Texas electrical grid.

More recently in Florida, while 2.6 million people were without electricity in the aftermath of Hurricane
Ian, communities like Babcock Ranch located just outside of Fort Myers, could continue serving their
residents throughout the storm, and never lost power despite 100+MPH winds and flooding. The
outcome is primarily attributed to the sustainable design philosophies embodied by the planned
community. (CBS Interative, 2022)

Both are examples of the remarkable resiliency that can be achieved in the face of extreme natural
disasters when sustainability is put front and center. And that’s before the day-to-day savings from
having a more efficient building are considered.  (ERCOT , 2021)
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The US has committed to becoming Net Zero by
2050, but it is estimated that electrical demand
will more than double. Because of this there is a
need to offset the increased electrical demand
from the site using renewable energies such as
solar or wind to reduce utility cost.
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CONCLUSION

Whether innovation comes to a building in small or large ways - collaboration, flexibility, and
perseverance are key. It is difficult to hit a moving target set by countries, which is why finding the
achievable options presented here for each building will ensure our gradual progression forward. 

Collaboration can come as taking extra time to brainstorm at the beginning of a project, working with a
team to develop new ideas and where they could be applied before that opportunity presents itself, or
researching successful and unsuccessful case studies of what has already been done. 

Following the collaboration, flexibility can present itself by changing design processes, sacrificing time,
or designing a new system for the first time. Perseverance is the simple repetition of collaboration and
flexibility among designers in new ways to ensure that a sustainable progression will exponentially
increase forward towards net zero goals. 
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